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Originally a subcompact , the Civic has gone through several generational changes, becoming
both larger and more upscale, moving into the compact car segment. EPA guidelines for vehicle
size class stipulate a car having combined passenger and cargo room of to The first generation
Civic was introduced in July as a two-door model, [3] followed by a three-door hatchback that
September. In Japan, as customers increasingly shifted to minivans and compact cars like the
Fit, production of the non-hybrid Civic ended in August when it no longer complied with
Japanese government dimension regulations in the width category. Honda, after establishing
itself as a leading manufacturer of motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles
in The car had a transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be
adopted for the later Honda and Civic models. It was Honda's first model to have an impact in
the export market. It became one of the most influential automotive designs of the s, with the
Volkswagen Golf , Ford Fiesta , and Fiat Ritmo showing similarities as transverse-FF,
truncated-trapezoidal hatchbacks occupying a size niche between minicars and compact
sedans. The Renault 5 was introduced six months before the Honda Civic which appeared later
in July. In Japan, the Civic was the first fully modern compact car in the European style, offering
a level of prestige never before seen in this class in the market. The first generation Honda Civic
was introduced on 11 July , but sold as a model in Japan. The Civic was available as a two- or
four-door fastback sedan, three- and a five-door hatchback , as well as a five-door station
wagon. Because of the oil crisis , consumer demand for fuel efficient vehicles was high, and
because of the engine being able to run on either leaded or unleaded fuel, it gave drivers fuel
choice flexibility over other vehicles. The CVCC engine debuted in December , with a head
design that allowed for more efficient combustion, and as a benefit the CVCC system did not
require a catalytic converter or unleaded fuel to meet Environmental Protection Agency
emissions standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. The second generation Honda
Civic was introduced in June as a model. It was larger, had a more angular shape, and came
with increased engine power. All Civic engines now used the CVCC design, which added a third
valve per cylinder; this introduced lean burn swirl technology. Three transmissions were
offered: a four-speed manual on base models , a five-speed manual, and a two-speed semiautomatic Honda had previously called the " Hondamatic ". The second generation Civic was
offered as a three-door hatchback, a four-door sedan, a five-door hatchback and a five-door
wagon. The third generation was released in September for the model year. The separate
five-door hatchback and wagon models were merged into a five-door "shuttle wagon" or
"wagovan" sometimes referred to colloquially as a "breadbox" because of its appearance,
called the Honda Civic Shuttle. An additional two-seat coupe styleâ€”labeled CRX â€”was
introduced, noted for its compact dimensions and light weight. The third generation Civic saw
the introduction of the long running four-cylinder D series engine including a new 1. A 4WD
engine with different transmission mounts was introduced for the first time in , and later
upgraded in It delivered a fuel economy of around 28 mpg highway. The 4WD system was
push-button operated until improved in when the rear wheels would engage automatically once
the front wheels lost traction. This new system was called "Realtime" which used a "viscous
coupler" connecting two propeller shafts between the front and rear axles. The manual
transmission featured a synchronized 6th gear, called "SL", or "Super-Low", which was used for
high torque at very low speeds. The "Realtime" idea is still utilized to this day but includes
technological improvements since the first system. In September , a redesigned Civic was
introduced with increased dimensions and a lower hood line. A wide range of models and trim
levels were offered for various markets around the world. All U. The fourth generation saw the
introduction of a fully independent rear suspension across the entire model range. These
Special Edition models included all white side molding that matched the white body and color
matched dual mirrors. In the body molding was a wrap around blue stripe. Each car had interior
upgrades as well as a chrome-tipped exhaust. Introduced in September for the model year, the
redesigned Civic featured increased dimensions, as well as more aerodynamic styling. The
wagon variant was now only available in the Japanese market where the previous generation
wagon was carried over until Continuing in the sporty tradition of the original Civic SiR, Honda
sold several similarly equipped variants of the fifth generation car, still referred to as the Civic
SiR, in Japan, Asia and Europe. A special model was the i with the B18B4, that was fitted to
Ballade models. The fifth generation remains popular among tuners and racers alike. Introduced
in September for the model year, the sixth generation featured updated styling although less
radical than previous redesigns. The first Civic Si coupe EM1 was introduced in until Europe
saw a DOHC 1. The seventh generation was released in September , for the model year. While
the redesign retained the previous generation's exterior dimensions, interior space was
improved in part by using a flat rear floor thus bumping up Civic to a compact car size segment.
The front suspension was changed from that of a double wishbone to a MacPherson strut , in

order to lower costs, as well as allow more engine bay room for the newly introduced Honda
K-series engine. Power was also increased on some trim levels. The Civic Coupe was no longer
sold in Japan starting with this generation. In North America, coupe and sedan body styles were
available, except for the Si SiR in Canada which was offered only as a three-door hatchback.
The Type R was redesigned as well this time using a more powerful i-VTEC motor and using the
three-door hatchback body style. This generation saw Honda introduce their first Civic Hybrid,
powered by a 1. The eighth generation was released in September , for the model year. For the
eighth generation, Honda split the model into two different platforms, one for sedan and coupe,
and one for a hatchback designed primarily for the European market using a simpler rear
suspension from the Honda Fit and more aggressive styling. As of , a total of The hatchback is
available as a three and five-door. Both Si and Type R trim levels continued although the
Japanese and European Type R, while sharing the same engine size, are mechanically different.
In the United States, an improved, sportier version of the Civic Si 4-door tuned by tuner Mugen
was offered, featuring cosmetic alterations and changes to the suspension, wheels, slight
exterior differences, and exhaust system. The end of this model generation also marked a
hiatus of the Civic Type R in Japan, with no successor model until the later tenth generation,
going on sale in mid and the discontinuation of the Coupe outside of North America. On 13
December , Honda unveiled a sketch of the new ninth generation Civic which was described as
"energetic, sleek and aerodynamic. The production version of the ninth generation Civic
previewed by the concept went on sale in the U. Honda's Eco Assist technology is added to
most models, and became the first gasoline-only powered Honda to employ such technology in
North America. Further improvements include a new multilink rear suspension to further reduce
road feel on particularly battered roads and highways. The tenth generation Civic is based on
the all-new Honda compact global platform. The tenth-generation Civic features a new fastback
exterior design, with the rear C-pillar flowing into the tailgate. The front of the car features a new
chrome wing design that flows across the top of the headlamps. For the model year, Honda
expanded the availability of Civic's optional six-speed manual transmission to include the
hatchback's top Sport Touring trim. The interior of the new Civic likewise features major design
changes. Unlike the split bi-level speedometer and tachometer of its predecessor, the EX and
above trim levels of the tenth generation Civic consolidates these instruments into a fully
customisable, all digital "Driver Information Interface" incorporating a 7-inch LCD screen
positioned directly behind the steering wheel and in the driver's line of sight. The
eleventh-generation Civic was revealed as a prototype on November 17, While the Civic is sold
in largely the same form worldwide, differences in the name of the models exist between
markets. The sixth-generation sedan was also sold as the Integra SJ. A four-door station wagon
model called the Civic Shuttle also Civic Pro in Japan was available from until this brand name
would later be revived for the mids Honda Shuttle people carrier, known in some markets as the
Honda Stream. In South Africa, the sedan the only model sold there until the launch of the sixth
generation sedan and hatch was known as the Ballade. The Honda Domani, an upscale model
based on the Civic, was sold as the Isuzu Gemini in Japan â€” , and confusingly the 5-door
Domani was sold as the Honda Civic along with the "real" hatchback and sedan Civics in
Europe from to In Thailand, the sixth generation Civic was available as the four-door Isuzu
Vertex. The sixth-generation station wagon was sold as the Honda Orthia , with the Partner as
the downmarket commercial variant. The seventh generation minivan model is called the Honda
Stream. In Canada, the sixth and seventh generation Civics were mildly redesigned to create the
Acura EL until the advent of the eight generation Civic, which was used to create the Acura CSX
, which was designed in Canada. The three-door hatchback body style has been somewhat
unpopular in the United States, but has achieved wide acceptance in Canada, as well as
popularity in Japan and European markets, helping cement Honda's reputation as a maker of
sporty compact models. Accordingly, all instances of the current model left or right hand drive,
anywhere in the world are British-made cars designed with Japanese engineering, except for
the US-built two-door coupe and the sedan version built in Brazil for the Latin American market.
In North America, the Civic hatchback was dropped for In Brazil, although being considered for
local manufacturing since the early s it was illegal to import cars in Brazil from until , the Civic
wasn't available until , via official importing. The seventh generation production started in ,
displacing the Chevrolet Vectra from the top sales record for the mid-size sedan segment,
however it lost that position to the Toyota Corolla the following year. In , the eighth generation
was released and regained the sales leadership. Identical to the North American version, it lacks
options such a moonroof, and standard security equipment like VSA and side and curtain
airbags were removed because of lack of car safety laws in the Mercosur. Furthermore, the
Brazilian subsidiary began producing flex-fuel versions for the Civic and the Fit models, capable
of running on any blend of gasoline E20 to E25 blend in Brazil and ethanol up to E The IIHS

awarded the Civic sedan with a rating of "good" on both frontal and side impact crash tests [40]
and lists the Civic as the second-best small car in overall crashworthiness. Frontal impact:. Side
impact front seat:. Side impact rear seat:. In Australia, â€” Civics were assessed in the Used Car
Safety Ratings on their level of occupant protection regardless of size or era. Despite being a
modest car, the Civic is popular as a platform for modification and customization by the
enthusiast community. Starting with the fourth generation and continuing through the model
year, Civics had front double wishbone suspension and rear semi-trailing arm suspension. More
recent seventh and eighth generation Civics, now rated as compacts rather than subcompacts,
remain generally attractive as tuner projects in spite of added weight mostly because of U.
Particularly unwelcome among the tuner community [45] was the replacement of the front
double-wishbone suspension with MacPherson struts , which provide inferior handling
primarily because of limited dynamic camber angle control. From to , the Civic was awarded Car
of the Year Japan. In , the Civic ranked third in the European Car of the Year awards, the highest
ranking for a Japanese vehicle at that time. It also was awarded the U. Road Test magazine's "
Car of the Year. The Civic has been on Car and Driver magazine's yearly Ten Best list six times,
in , â€”91, and Civics contested the Up to cc class in the Bathurst touring car race at Bathurst in
Australia each year from to , with a best placing of second in class in both and In recent years
the Civic has been used in a wide variety of racing series, particularly in Japan. It is also used in
touring car races in Europe and the United States. Built to BTC-T specifications, it gained the
team third in the manufacturers championship. The season saw the 'works' team Civics secure
an impressive second in the manufacturers championship. Such was the competitiveness of the
Civic in its first two-season, saw five teams enter Civics, allowing the model to secure second in
the manufacturers championship. Although manufacturer support from Honda for the BTCC
ended in , several teams still found success running the Civic in and In both and , the Civic
allowed the team to finish 3rd in the Teams championship, behind the two manufacturer backed
teams. In the team returns with its Civic to defend its Team and Manufacturers championship
again with the Neal and Shedden pairing. They are the first manufacturer backed team to
announce their intention to run fully to the NGTC specification. The car was powered by a 1.
After the introduction of the new TC1 regulations in , the Civics took numerous race victories
and podiums, but were not championship contenders again until the season. The Civic was the
fastest car in with the most pole positions and main race victories, but the team missed out on
another title as their championship-leading driver Tiago Monteiro suffered injuries in a crash
during testing because of a brake failure, which put him out of the remaining rounds of the
season, while other incidents also hampered their results that season. As of February , From
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Factbook". Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty
Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF.
Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.
Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord
Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for
leasing purposes only. The Honda Civic continues to set the bar for the small car segment.
Strong on comfort, safety and customization, this is one car that every shopper needs to
consider. Can the Honda Civic be all things to small-car buyers? This legendary nameplate
comes in a wide range of configurations, from the green-themed Hybrid and natural-gas-fueled
models to the adrenaline-pumping Si. If this car were human, therapists would probably be
trying to treat it for multiple personality disorder. Thankfully, all is well with the Honda Civic.
The wide selection of styles only enhances the car's legendary strengths of fuel efficiency,
intelligent design, safety, refinement and performance. Rather than have just one model trying
to do it all, Honda offers different versions to suit just about every interested shopper. The Civic
follows up on a full redesign that took place last year. The redesign brought about a more
contemporary look, added more distinctiveness between the coupe and sedan models, and
introduced new features. There were also major improvements to the Hybrid and Si specialty
models. For , Honda hasn't changed the Civic much, though it did expand the availability of the
Si trim. For the first time ever in the U. Will a Civic be the next car in your garage? The Honda
Civic is a small car available as a sedan or coupe. Each is offered in three primary trim levels.
The Si also comes with a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels and special interior trim, while
the Hybrid has automatic climate control but no moonroof. For the EX, Hybrid and Si, satellite
radio and a navigation system are optional. That power is sent through the front wheels through
a five-speed manual transmission or an optional five-speed automatic. The GX also has a 1. It
only has a cruising range of miles, but with Honda's Phill device, you can refuel from the
comfort of your own garage. For the Civic Si, Honda installs a hp 2. The gasoline-fueled 1. Its 1.
All Civics come with front seat-mounted side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active
front head restraints. Antilock brakes are also standard; EX and Si models have four-wheel
discs, while the rest have rear drums. Stability control is an exclusive standard feature on the Si
sedan only. Side-impact tests resulted in a four-star rating for front passengers and five stars
for rear passengers. The mainstream Civic models are responsive in a way that Honda fans will
instantly recognize. The Civic's suspension, steering and brakes all work together seamlessly,
and it's clear that Honda's design ethos has regard for some mild sporting character. It's also a
simple car to drive, with intuitive response to inputs and controls falling readily at hand. This is
also true of the Civic Hybrid; other than being slower in acceleration, it has few vices. The
natural-gas GX is the least sporting member of the Civic family, though its limited fuel range
means it's best suited as a city car anyway. The Civic Si, meanwhile, is a fantastic performance
bargain. Possessing nimble handling, spirited acceleration and an addictive engine note, the Si
is one of the few cars available in any price range that makes you want to drive it just for the
sake of driving. Honda has kept the analog tachometer in the traditional location and placed a
digital speedometer and gas gauge at the base of the windshield. Though some drivers find the
two-tier display distracting, others say it makes quick visual checks of speed easier. Otherwise,
the Honda Civic continues to be one of the best small cars in terms of room and refinement. Its
controls are easy to operate and materials are of high quality. Available styles include LX 4dr
Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for

sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Honda Civic. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Controversial
gauge cluster design, slow acceleration times of Hybrid and GX models. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The
performance-oriented Si trim level becomes available for the sedan body style in addition to the
coupe. The Civic's large dash features an unusual layout. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I waited almost 4 months for my hybrid, and it was worth the wait. I've had it for 2
months with almost miles and no complaints. I really like the gauge layout, I'm not bothered by
the emergency brake handle, and I've had several cars that I can't quite see the front of from
inside. I was a little concerned about poor acceleration until I passed someone my first day with
the car with no problem. I wasn't sure how it would do in the Minnesota cold This car teaches
you to drive efficiently. Mileage was around 50mpg when it was warmer, but dropped in the
cold. I'm not sure if global warming is real, but in case it is, I'm trying to do my part to pollute as
little as possible. Read less. This is a superb car! It's very powerful for that comparatively small
engine. Both the interior and exterior are attractive. The interiors are very spacious and so is the
boot I didn't expect the boot to be so big considering that its a coupe. Honda has done a great
job in making a compact yet spacious car. Overall this car drives very smoothly and gives good
mileage too! I'm happy with my experiences. A smart, powerful, economical car is how I will
summarize it. Go for it! The Civics have been involved in a class action lawsuit involving the
rear control arms. If you purchase a used civic make sure the rear control arms have the letter
"C" stamped on them, otherwise you will rapidly wear out tires. Fuel economy is excellent. Tire
wear is terrible because of a defective Rear Upper Control Arm. Honda did not do a recall but
there was a class action suit forcing Honda to replace the defective parts and reimburse
customers for premature tire wear. Unfortunately for me, I did not find out until after the
expiration of the settlement which was January 16, The seats are wearing out much faster than
any car I have ever owned and I am average size and the car only has 80, miles on it. See all
reviews of the Used Honda Civic. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up. The
monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to
lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other
websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a
more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy,
reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important
to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class.
Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best
vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features
found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would
come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Honda Civic.
Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you
a great price on the new Honda Civic. This is how it works:. We have information you must
know before you buy the Civic. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I
agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will
not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches
0. Cars Direct. Honda Civic Honda Civic Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that
help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a
lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset.
You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not
deserve to be on the road. See Used Civic Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered
with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Honda Civic. Use the
CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or
leasing, as well as trade-in options. New Car Quick Quote Honda. Please select a model civic.
Get Your Price. Insider Information We have information you must know before you buy the
Civic. Your Email Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.
For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
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and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Interior Door Handle part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
RB Length; 2. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Helpful Automotive Resources. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car door parts can
be divided into two main categories: the interior parts and the exterior parts. Car Door Exterior.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

